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The popularity of modern Urdu poem has led to a renewed interest in Noon Meem Rashid, a poet considered
one of the pioneers of modern sensibility, different colouration and a new tonality in Urdu poem. As a result
of that interest we have seen a steady flow of books on N. Rashid over the last few years. Some literary
magazines also have published special issues on him. Two new books on N. These books cover two different
aspects: Although there have been a couple of selections of N. Since Dr Firaqi is a researcher and critic, he has
been very meticulous in this selection and has based his preference of certain poems on some scholarly
debates. One must realise that Rashid was no ordinary poet and his individualistic approach and different
treatment of Urdu poem had emanated from his vast reading and hard thinking. This restlessness was
channelised through poetry and he gave Urdu such poems as Saba veeran, Somnaat, Israfeel ki maut and
Hasan kooza gar that are the pride of Urdu poetry. Though this has made his diction look much strange and
complex, it is, as put by the Russian Formalists, much responsible for stylistic beauty. Originated in Russia
and remaining popular in the early three decades of the 20th century, the so-called Russian Formalism was a
reaction to the Russian critics who put too much emphasis on social importance of the contents of literature.
The Stalin regime considered it elitist criticism and tried to suppress the movement. As a result, it moved out
of Russia and continued in the shape of Prague Linguistic Circle, also known as Prague School, with Roman
Jakobson, the well-known linguist and theorist who had moved to former Czechoslovakia from Russia, joining
them. It also influenced linguistics and semiotics. What Dr Firaqi is trying to emphasise here is the
individuality and autonomy of N. Ma vara, Iran mein ajnabi, la musavee insaan and Guman ka mumkin. It also
takes care of the calligraphic errors and misprints that had crept into previous editions and collected works of
Rashid. The other book titled Noon Meem Rashid: A collection of articles taken from different books and
magazines, the book has been divided into four portions: Rafaqat Ali Shahid has once again proved his
resourcefulness through this compilation. Published in Dawn, October 5th , On a mobile phone? Get the Dawn
Mobile App: Apple Store Google Play.
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N M Rashed was often attacked for his unconventional views and life style. According to Zia Mohyeddin, a friend of
Rashed, "In the time when everybody was in quest of learning English, which was a must for getting some decent job,
Rashed was busy in making paintings or poetry.".

These epoch-making and trend-setting efforts fascinated the literary world and as a token of appreciation many
of his poems were translated into Persian, Arabic and English. And the English translations have surpassed
them all in number. There have been numerous other translations as well. The published ones are buried in
dust-covered volumes of literary magazines while some are confined to collections of poetry with a limited
circulation. Luckily, Dr Fakhrul Haq Noori realised that need. He dug up, collected, compiled and annotated
all those translations with a scholarly preface. Not only that, he also reproduced the original Urdu text with the
English renditions. The list of translators includes such big names as F. Pritchett, Baidar Bakht, C. The book
consists of a preface and five chapters. The preface, aside from introducing translations, discusses the
theoretical aspects of translation, its need and different views on the art of translation. This chapter also
analyses and evaluates the translations. Dr Noori has done quite a bit of research for this project and has
shared his findings and views with the readers. For instance, he informs us that Soofi A. From then on we see
a string of such books which are now more than Sifting through all that material and editing it was indeed no
easy task but Dr Noori has really done a wonderful job by presenting them in a well-arranged manner. His
preface too is an erudite one. In it, he has presented some interesting statistics about these translations.
Similarly, 30 poems have been translated more than once, some thrice and some four times. Some of the
poems sound relevant even today and move the reader. Here is a translation from the book, rendered by N.
Here all yearning for self-understanding has vanished in the dark, The darkness that has no eyes, no ears; On
the pathways looms a mountain of unbounded haste. The hearts peer like the greed-filled eyes of the hunter,
The valiant men of the West thirst for fresh blood, As do their own monsters of iron and steel. All rivers have
two banks, this has none, The black hand is all Evil, the white face all Virtue, The black hand that covers the
crying eyes, The white face that blooms with laughter. Where silver and gold are the measure, All other
measures must become futile obsolete ; Where delirium be the source of aimless action, Fear must grip and
strangle the soul. Are they all the darling son of destruction?
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He was transferred to Peshawar in where he worked until Then, for a short while, he lived in Iran. Later on,
he worked for the United Nations in New York. Along with Faiz Ahmed Faiz , he is one of the great
progressive poets in Pakistani literature. Though intellectually deep, he is often attacked for his
unconventional views and life-style. Rashed edited an anthology of modern Iranian poetry which contained
not only his own translations of the selected works but also a detailed introductory essay. While his first book,
Mavra, introduced free verse and is more technically accomplished and lyrical. Urdu literary world was
shocked when he used the theme of sex in his poems. Any discussion of sex was still considered a taboo back
then. His main intellectual and political ideals reached maturity in his last two books. His readership is limited
and recent social changes have further hurt his stature and there seems to be a concerted effort to not to
promote his poetry. This created an outcry in conservative Pakistani circles and he was branded an infidel.
Anyhow, he is considered a great figure in progressive Urdu literature. Poetry[ edit ] N M Rashed was often
attacked for his unconventional views and life style. According to Zia Mohyeddin , a friend of Rashed, "In the
time when everybody was in quest of learning English, which was a must for getting some decent job, Rashed
was busy in making paintings or poetry. Initially his poetry appeared to have the influence of John Keats ,
Robert Browning and Matthew Arnold and he wrote many sonnets on their pattern, but later on he managed to
maintain his own style. These were his initial exercises of poetry, which could not last for a longer period of
time, and so ultimately he developed and maintained his own style. His second marriage, to Sheila Angelini,
an Italian, took place in Rashed had several children. Faruq Hassan died on 11 November She has two
children in the US. The younger son, Nazeil, lives in New York. Bollywood[ edit ] His poem "Zindagi sey
dartey ho" was set to music in the Bollywood movie, Peepli Live. It was performed by the Indian music band,
Indian Ocean , and received critical appreciation as "hard-hitting" and "a gem of a track" that "everyone is
meant to sing, and mean, at some point in life".
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